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Dean of Libraries Joan Giesecke
signs contract with ProQuest
to acquire institutional repository package    
(DigitalCommons) 
































































































































































At some point ...
• We reached a "critical mass" — where enough faculty 
knew about us and talked about us to other faculty, and it 
became all Sue and I could do to handle the work of new 
participants and the new work of ongoing participants.
• I no longer go "door-to-door" recruiting; 
most recruiting is done by faculty's 
colleagues (usually by crowing
about their download numbers).


























































































































































































































UNL vs. other repositories
It’s not an IT project; it’s a publishing project.
What’s been different:









Part of an effort to take back 
scholarly communication
• Make public‐funded research publicly available
• Make university‐funded scholarship available 
to all universities
• Eliminate the profit‐taking middlemen

